NORMAN

AUSSIE

PALE ALE

LAGER

4.5% Made by local Blue Mountains
cidery with freshly crushed pears with
clear, crisp and sweet finish.
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4.2% A light well balanced Australian
lager with subtle malt and hop flavours,
medium bitterness and crisp finish.

BITTER

POSH

SPICE

ON THE HIGH SEAS

3.5% An English style bitter brewed
with fuggle hops. A rich amber colour,
nicely balanced beer and full of flavour.
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4.8% Traditional Belgian ale brewed w/
funky wild yeast strain (Brettomyces)
giving a unique character and sour finish.
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BLOOD PLUM

4.6% Belgian style wheat bier with
exotic spices, caramelised Belgian
candy sugar, light hop profile and
orange hue.

AND DUSTY

4% A limited release sour ale brewed
with blood plums and lightly spiced
with ginger. Has a slight tartness with
strong plum flavour (Cavalier Brewing)
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6.5% This Black India Pale Ale is dark
brown to pitch black with a clean malt
profile, light toffee notes and a high
alcohol level.
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4.4% Dark Irish oatmeal stout, rich
velvet texture, thick 'creamy' head,
hints of cocoa, coffee and vanilla
with roasted bitterness.

IMPERIAL

MONSTER

STOUT

6% A flavoursome full-bodied strong ale
with strong caramel toffee notes & floral
aromas. It has an elusive lingering
bitterness.

SIZES

BOBBY
(285mls)

12

GLASS
(375mls)
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HOPNESS

9 | 11 | 15
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DARK

SOUR ALE
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BRETT

POMMY
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4.9% An Australian session ale,
made with Australian malts and hops,
light malt base and lots of hop
character. (Yullis)

PINT
(540mls)

8% Smooth creamy jet black beer with
thick head brewed w/ loads of black
malts. It has coffee & dark chocolate
flavours & aromas (Cavalier Brewing)

8.6% Imperial double IPA, candied
orange & hazelnut notes, big citrusrind bitterness, smooth mouthfeel. A
must for ‘hop heads’.
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DRAUGHT

PADDLES

Grab a paddle, choose your
beers and then write the circled numbers
in chalk on the paddle for staff
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